Say you want a revolution

Big-West team unveiled

The documentary film, ’Berkeley in the Sixties’ chronicles the
turbulent events that shaped this period.

Spartan center Mike Brotherton corrals AllBig-West Freshman Team honors.
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CFA, CSU reach verbal agreement on contract
Sabbatical leaves to be provided

Bargaining atmosphere credited
Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff writer
A tentative verbal agreement on
a two-year contract has been
reached between the California
Faculty Association and officials
of the California State University
system, according to Pat Nichelson, president of California CFA.
Meeting with a group of about
30 local CFA members, Nichelson
explained provisions of the new
contract which calls for no rollbacks or reductions in benefits to
faculty from the previous contract.

However, it does add significant
improvements in salaries and benefits "if funded in the state budget."
CFA members will be asked to
ratify the new contract by voting
on it the first week in April. If the
contract is ratified, its new provisions will go into effect July 1,
1991.
"The state budget is a mess, and
there will be plenty of sacrifice,"
Nichelson said. "We had to scramble like crazy to make sure the system doesn’t go into hysteria.

We’re going to have to insist on a Claudia Bramkamp
full partnership in the budget pro- Daily staff vmeer
cess."
Concern over the dwindling
Nichelson credited the improved prospects for professional develbargaining atmosphere that devel- opment of faculty and the
oped over the last two years decrease in money available to
between the faculty union and the replace faculty members planning
state university for the ease at sabbaticals was expressed at the
reaching the tentative agreement California Faculty Association
this year.
meeting Wednesday.
The union agreed last summer
If the tentative contract is adoptto help university administrators ed, sabbatical leaves will be prooperate in Sacramento towards vided for all faculty when they
their mutual best interest, in become eligible for them through
See CONTRACT, back page the normal proposal approval pro-

’What’s changed is the mode of replacing people
who have gone. It might be that those of us who
are left will have to replace them and we will have
a speed-up in the workplace.’
Pat Nichelson,
president of CFA

cedures. Faculty with six or more
years service will have their sabbatical proposals considered by
their departments, regardless of

whether there is money in the budget for their replacement, according to the new contract.
See LEAVE, back page

Three new degrees
approved by SJSU

Curious caveats

it’s going to stay for a while," she
explained.
Carmen Sigler, an associate professor in the Foreign Language
Department, was more optimistic
about the two new foreign lanBy Carolyn Swaggart
guage degrees, also sent to Long
Daily staff writer
Three new degrees have been Beach.
The department has been intersent to the CSU Chancellor’s
office in Long Beach after having ested in offering these for quite a
while," Sigler said. "About three
been approved by SJSU.
The new programs, which con- years ago, we decided that the time
sist of two B.A. degrees in Chinese was right to offer a B.A. degree in
and Japanese and a Master of Arts Chinese and Japanese." she contindegree in Creative Writing, must ued.
Detailed proposals regarding the
now await approval by the Chancurriculum for the programs had to
cellor before being implemented.
With the current budget crisis, be written up last year, she said.
"Now we have to send these
such an approval may not be
detailed proposals to Long Beach
immediate.
"It’s a very long process of and the Chancellor’s office," she
approval that has to come up continued. If the Chancellor
through the Chancellor’s office, approves the degrees. Sigler said,
and it could take years," said Vir- they will be implemented in the
ginia DeAraujo, coordinator of the Fall of 1991.
She added that community supcreative writing program at SJSU.
The new Masters of Arts degree port for the two programs came
was first set in motion a year and a from "literally hundreds of people.
. . a lot of support came from
half ago.
"It’s gone through all of the Japanese and Chinese communicampus committees," DeAraujo ties."
Also among the supporters for
said. "But we can’t start offering it
until the Chancellor authorizes it, the new degrees was Congressman
Norm Mineta (D -San Jose) and
and they’re frozen down there."
DeAraujo explained that any California Senator Alfred (D-San
new graduate programs offered for Jose).
According to the proposal, only
approval to the Chancellor’s office
were being delayed because of the three CSU campuses currently
offer the B.A. degree in Japanese.
budget crisis.
"Right now it’s gone down to They include San Francisco, Los
Chancellorsville, and that’s where Angeles and Fullerton.

List includes two
B.A.s in languages
and a Masters degree

Brian Woods, a senior sociology major, glances at tombstones that
were placed outside the Leisure Act ivit ies office for Drug Awareness
Week. The tombstones, found strategically placed around the SJSU
campus, convey messages about substance abuse and are used as a
tool to get people’s attention. The tombstones have the names of
famous actors, musicians and atheletes who died from drug abuse
written on them. The Prevention Education Program was responsible for coordinationg this project. According to project coordinator
Elaine Teneati, ’the tombstones get people to notice.’
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Speaker aims to justify U.S. role in Gulf War
By Precy Corrals
Daily staff maw
he cries "No blood for oil"
rang out in peace rallies before and
but
during the War in the Gulf
the ramifications in defending
Kuwait were far more complicated
than a simple phrase.
This was the point John Duke
Anthony, former chief executive
officer for the National Council on
United States and Arab Relations,
made in his speech Wednesday at
Washington Square Hall to a
crowd of about 50.

AIM

The focus of his forum was entitled "America in the Gulf: Why
does it matter?" Anthony discussed why the U.S. defended
Kuwait against the advancement of
Iraqi military forces
Kuwait has been an ally of the
United States for many years
Anthony said, combined with five
other small countries: Bahrain,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates.
With the help of the United
States, these six countries were
able to incorporate a Gulf Cooper-

ation Council in 1981. Anthony
said. Thc purpose of these small
countries was to deter aggression
and defend their countries against
the aggressor, according to The
Presidents Report. a biannual
report put out by the National
Council, handed out at the forum.
These six countries spent 17
years and billions of dollars, much
of which was spent in the United
States, for equipment, planning.
implementing and training of
troops in case of a military buildup
which eventually took place Aug.

2. Anthony said.
The United States would have
reacted the same way had it been
another ally that was unjustly
invaded by a country with more
military power, Anthem added.
According to report: "When the
U.S.S. Stark was attacked by Iraq
on May of ’87, it was Bahrain’s
navy that rescued American
sailors."
In addition, Oman’s cooperation, played a big role, giving permission to have emergency landSee DUKE, back page

ERC receives funds
for commuter program
By Corey ’Desidder
Daily staff Walla
The Environmental Resource
Center received a grant Wednesday from Associated Students to
a serfund its Altrans project
vice that will help plan commute
routes to and from campus via
public transportation.
After two weeks of discussion
with the Special Allocations Committee. A.S. voted unanimously in
favor of a $1,937.98 grant to ERC
to operate and publicize the
Ahrens project.
The only provision of ERC’s presentation to A.S. that was not
approved was a request for salanes
for two directors. ERC was not
given the salaries, according to committee member and A.S. Controller
Jennie Reyes, because Special Allocations expressed a reluctance to set
a precedent for funding salaries.
"It would have been nice to have
salaries, because this project takes
time away from other programs we
work on." said Stephen Shunk. head
director of ERC. "But we’re very
pleased to have the funding. We’re
satisfied with the allotment."
The grant from A.S. will fund a
publicity campaign set up by ERC,
which will include a newsletter,

fliers and brochures. ERC will also
promote the flash pass program,
where passholders can ride for a
month anywhere in the county on
the light-rail or bus. Shunk said an
ad will be run in a newspaper and
the first 50 guests to apply for transit assistance will be entered in a
drawing for two free flash passes.
Last week ERC presented a
revised request to Special Allocations which reflected a reduced
cost for the proposed newsletter.
"We originally requested money
for an environmentally -sound,
soy -based paper and ink for the
newsletter," Shunk said. "We compromised on cost and now will be
using a petroleum -based ink and a
lesser quality paper."
Shunk hopes to use soy -based
ink and paper for next semester’s
newsletters.
Shunk was pleased as well with
A.S. offering a grant for a non-traditional program.
"Usually. Special Allocations
will debate and possibly fund a
group’s event if it is a new project.
like SAFER getting funding for a
recycling bin," he said. "Ahrans is
something we’ve been working on
for awhile. This is our main project."

_
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EDITORIAL

Domestic issues forgotten
president Bush has
convinced us all that his
detractors during his 1988
presidential campaign were
wrong in calling him a wimp.
He convinced us with his
decisive military moves into
Panama and on a larger scale the
Gulf War, both of which helped to
combat the stigma that clung to
Bush after following the distinct
personality of President Reagan.
Bush seems so preoccupied with
dispelling the wimp stigma that
he has donned a pair of blinders
that filter out issues at home but
bring foreign affairs into crystal
clear focus.
Consistent with this pattern is
the distinct possibility that the
United States will maintain a
substantial number of
preventative military forces in the
Persian Gulf area to preserve U.S.
interests.
To sustain this role as global
police dog and peacekeeper may
have some long term payoffs but
the cost to the present is too high.
The present would once again be
submerged under the future we’re

preserving
To commit to a permanent
presence in this region, one which
we are not nearly as welcome as
the western media has portrayed
us to be, would be to dig one
more shovelful deeper into the
financial hole the country is in.
ne could argue that we
are doing the nations in
the region a favor in
guiding theni toward democracy.
This argument completely
ignores the fact that the reason we
supposedly liberated Kuwait from
hostile and domineering Iraq was
to preserve a world where no
country could be intimidated by
another.
In a more mild and camouflaged
manner the United States would
be committing the same crime we
just admonished if we were to
overstep our bounds by exerting
unwarranted influence in the
Middle East.
Let’s hope Bush’s nightmares
about appearing to be a wimp are
over and his thoughts return to
home where they belong.

0

Corrrections and amplifications
In the Wednesday, March 6 Spartan
Daily, the SISU women’s tennis team’s
match Sunday at CSU Fullerton was
incorrectly stated as being rained out.
The match was played, and the
Spartans lost 7-2.
The Spartan Daily is committed to

accurate reporting. In the course of
daily production, however, mistakes do
OCCUE.

Please report corrections to the
Spartan Daily newsroom located in
Wahlquist North, Room 104, or by
calling 924-3280.

-THE 1.1ENA) VJOF2LD
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Questioning CFA

Editor,
I was saddened to read in a recent
Spartan Daily article ("Balgooyen
defense protested by faculty") that Leon
Dorosz has characterized California
Faculty Association’s decision to
represent Tom Balgooyen as placing
"tenure above criminal behavior and
unethical professional conduct." He
should know better. The fact is that
Balgooyen was convicted of two
misdemeanors. What if he had been
convicted of exceeding the speed limit?
Would Dorosz still brand him a criminal
and demand that he be driven from the
university? Does just any conviction
call for dismissal or should this extreme
sanction be reserved only for certain
situations? Should the decision be left to
Dorosz and his friends who tried, and
failed, to banish Balgooyen over ten
years ago when he was a candidate for
tenure? Even if we were to assume that
Dorosz and his friends are now capable
of being objective about Balgooyen (a
very tenuous assumption, in my view),
could we also assume that they know
enough about the facts of the case to

Spring break change absurd
Editor,
I am shocked and disgusted by the Feb.
25 article entitled "Spring Break Change
Option Given," not because of the socalled state/church separation issue
(which is incontrovertibly valid in its own
right but a flimsy excuse in this context)
but because thousands of students and
faculty face a complete disruption in
lifestyle iust because a few people want to
nit-pick. lust because Spring break (notice
it’s not called Easier vacation) precedes a
(7hristian holiday doesn’t mean that the
university is advocating Christianity over

decide his fate? Did Dorosz or his
friends attend Balgooyen’s trial? What
are the sources of their information
about his behavior? Are these sources
reliable? Are they objective? Have these
sources been cross-examined regarding
their allegations? Does anyone know
enough about the facts in this case to
make a determination without a
hearing? Would tenure have any
meaning at all if it could be set aside
without a hearing? Is Balgooyen, like
other tenured persons, entitled to due
process? What sort of process is he due?
Does CFA, the duly-elected, exclusive
representative of CSU faculty, have an
obligation to make sure that Balgooyen
receives the process he is due, and the
representation this entails? Indeed,
doesn’t the current collective bargaining
agreement, in fact. include "the right of
the faculty unit employee to appeal
pending disciplinary action and to have
the matter heard" (Section 19.4.
Subsection e)? The issue is not whether
Balgooyen has been found guilty. A
federal court has convicted him on two
misdemeanor counts, and these

any other religion. It’s merely a break to
celebrate the season (and to study for
midterms!) if you ask me.
Let me just point out one simple fact
before I go any farther: Easter falls on a
Sunday, not a weekday. If that day fell on
a weekday instead and this university
chose to close down in observance of it,
could see the point.
First, William Uranga prophesizes a
snowballing effect that would target both
Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks if this
proposal were to be enacted. When else
should winter break fallJune? Would
you. Academic Senator David McNeil,
want classes to be held on Christmas day

convictions will stand unless and until
they are overturned by another court.
Leon Dorosz should know, however,
that the pending issue is whether
Balgooyen’s actions warrant dismissal.
He should also know that this issue was
neither addressed nor resolved by
Balgooyen’s federal trial. Finally,
Dorosz should know that neither he, nor
his friends, nor Balgooyen’s friends, nor
even the President should be granted
unilateral authority to resolve this
remaining issue. In order to make an
appropriate determination on the issue
of dismissal, we need a hearing and a
hearing
requires
competent
representation. I would not wish to be a
member of the kind of union Dorosz
seems to be advocating, and I suspect
that, if he thinks about it a bit more, he
might come to the same conclusion. I
am certain his conclusion would be
different if his career were the one at
stake.
David
Profecsor and Chair
C OMTWIIcalion Studies

so
that
all
Christians
were
inconvenienced? Do you also think that
we should burn down the campus ministry
because it displays Christian symbols?
Second. I agree with Seth Dolcourt.
Why is it suddenly so important? Do
professors David Mesher and McNeil
have nothing better to do than try to get
their names in the paper? I don’t subscribe
to the Christian religion, but since I was
born here I’ve been raised with the
established calendar in observance.
Whenever I travel to other countries, I
don’t expect them to change their holidays
and way of life around just because I
don’t follow the same beliefs. Since when

Discrimintation? Ilah!
Editor,
Now that I have challenged, in the press,
the mighty Wiggsy Sivcrtsen, she will
first resort to calling me a homophobe. I’ll
dismiss that with the following:
Prior to marrying Mrs. Laurie (and never
since). I have had the pleasure of bedding
occasional fellow human beings whose
genders and pleasures thereby are none of
her, yours, or the public’s business. It
happens to be my personal opinion that all
sexual activities and preferences (in the
name of civilization and good taste)
should be kept neatly tucked in the closet
to the left or right of the overshoes as
appropriate.
Her next charge will be that I’m against
minorities. Hardly! I just, last year.
became onea senior citizen, with a card
and bus tickets to prove it. After years of
white malehood and the endurance of
various charges such as a responsibility
for the slave trade, the Civil War, the
importing of Chinese to work on the
railroad, chauvinism, the enslavement of
women, and God knows what else, I have
finally achieved minorityhood. I would
beg to note that we, elderly folk, are
is it the objective of the church/state
separation policy supposed to regulate
holidays?
Why don’t we move on to the real:y
important issues such as the quality of the
education American students receive.
Look at the real life -threatening issues
like the homeless, AIDS, the war in the
gulf, and the federal deficit!
What about "people of other religions
:being: inconvenienced by the Christian
oriented calendar"? Does that mean that
we should change the work week because
Sundays are observed by Christians as a
day of rest?
Lastly, I’d like to say something to

something over 22 percent of the
population and yet I am shocked to
discover that 22 percent of the
administration are not seniors nor arc 22
percent of the student body. This is an
obvious sign of discrimination and bias.
(What’s good for the goose is of use to the
gander.) I trust that upon public complaint
(and I certainly intend to make my
complaints public), the administration will
leap to my side with the same alacrity and
goodwill it has evinced if every single
case of minority complaint for the last
decade or so. I will not, as is the current
custom, lie in the center quad and bang
my feet and hold my breath and threaten
to turn blue if I don’t receive my demands
immediately! Yes. I know that’s been very
effective, but it is somewhat absurd.
uncivilized, and tactless. I would prefer
literary efforts in the public press. I might
just here point out that an administration
which has encouraged the enrollment in
the student body of various convicted
murderers and rapists is hardly in the
position to crucify an inadvertent faculty
bird poacher!
Ed Laurie
Professor
Marketing
Senator McNeil: Shame on you for saying
that the student "majority vote(df to
discriminate" when they voted down a
similar proposal in 1988. This is a
democracy, McNeil, in case you’ve
forgotten. I commend the senate for
giving the students the opportunity to
decide on the quality of their education. If
any students and/or faculty members
don’t appreciate the calendar this
university has set, then by all means, take
it on the road!
Marcie L. Grin
Senior
Liberal Arts
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Candidate admits ignorance of issues

By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff wnter
Steven Parker, Associated Students candidate for Director of
Community Affairs, held his
head down during the last question of Wednesday’s AS. candidates forum.
Parker apologized for his
unpreparedness during the question and answer session.
"I was never really involved in
politics on this campus," Parker
said. "I’ve admitted that I don’t
know what is going on and hope
that I’ll still be able to share a lot
of my ideas even if I’m not
elected."
Parker is running for the position against William Noren. A
three -member panel asked the
two candidates questions in the
Student Union while about 50
students listened in.
Noren said his opponent
seemed unprepared but added
that he respects Parker’s willingness to stand in front of a microphone and run for office. Noren
said that his opponent might be
spurred on to learn more about
the campus and how to get more
involved after his experience
Wednesday.
While Parker admitted that he

was politically inexperienced, he
said that he can do a lot because
he has new ideas and a new attitude.
"I’m a new guy, a fresh face,"
he said. "I’m not a member of a
fraternity. I’m a member of the
commuter class."
At the same time, his opponent
received a strong response from
the audience.
Noren, president of Hoover
Hall, told students attending the
forum that he wanted to protect
students’ rights, keep student fees
from rising and stop the installation of more parking meters
around campus.
Noren is also the chairman on
a committee planning a "Sparti
Gras" celebration in April, which
is a Mardi Gras-type event that
will take place on Eighth Street
April 12.
Noren also plays an active role
on the A.S. budget committee,
which, he said, lets him build
relationships with top officers of
A.S. and the administration. The
budget committee makes recommendations to the A.S. board
about where the A.S.’s funds will
be appropriated.
"I get to briefly see the inner

Increasing clouds and
winds, 50 percent chance
of rain, temperatures:
mid-40s to mid-60s.

Saturday’s forecast
Chance of rain up to 70
percent, highs near 65
degrees.

Four candidates running for A.S.
president vowed as their main
objective to fight fee increases.

-- National Weather
Service

More than 6,000 students attended
the Summer and Co-op Job Fair
held in the Event Center, sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement.
Chip Loven Daily staff photographer
Noren and Steven Parker
answer questions in a forum.

workings of each organization on
campus that receives funds from
A.S.," he said.
Noren added that he wants
businesses to donate more money
to the school to help make up for
the budget cuts that will come
next year. Students, he said,
should speak out more about the
legislation that affects them.

One of point that he stressed is
that the school needs to get students involved and mobilized on
the campus.
"The more people that get
involved," Noren said, "the more
the work is spread around and the
more pride people can take in a
job well done at the end. Get
involved."

Bush declares it’s time for
end to Arab-Israeli conflict

Environmentalists fume over forest herbicides
EUREKA, Calif. (AP) Environmentalists are decrying plans
by timber companies to spray herbicides on thousands of acres of
North Coast forests.
Patty Clary of Californians for
Alternatives to Toxic% on Wednesday warned the public about the
spraying. saying the chemicals
used to control unwanted plant
growth are hazardous to wildlife
and human life.
"If my family were there. I
would leave with them during the
spraying," she said, adding that
scientific studies support her conclusions.
But timber companies countered
that science is on their side.
"The chemicals are tested and
approved by the Environmental

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
The Spartan baseball team pulled
off a major upset Wednesday,
defeating number-one ranked
Stanford with the perfect blend of
hitting, pitching and defense.

Canidates for Community
Affairs Office, left, William

Protection Agency and other regulatory agencies," said Ryan Hamilton, spokesman for Simpson
Timber Co.
Simpson plans to spray the herbicide Garlon 4 on about 3(X) acres
in northern Humboldt County
about 325 miles north of San Francisco within the next few weeks.
Simpson’s spray plans also include about 2,0(X) acres in southern Del Norte County, in the watersheds of Hunter and Turwar
creeks, which drain into the Klamath River.
John Sievert. an inspector with
the agricultural commissioner’s office in Humboldt County. said timber companies are pretty much on
their honor to use unrestricted herbicides responsibly.

Spot checks are done to make
sure the companies are taking the
proper environmental and safety
precautions, he said, especially
when the chemicals are being
sprayed from the air.
Aerial spraying plans are reviewed to make sure there are adequate buffer zones between the
areas to the sprayed and nearby
water courses, said John Hannum,
a senior water resource control engineer with the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board.
The hoard also requires that
water samples be collected during
the spraying and after the first rain
following the spraying, to detect
any drift or runoff into water
courses, he said.

SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: International
Folk Dancing 8 pm to 9 pm (Teaching) 9
pin to 10 p m (Requests) SJSU Women s
Gym Room SPX 89 call 293-1302 2876369 or 927-9501
AKBAYAN: Everybody Dance Now dance
9 p m to 1 a in Student Union Ballroom
call 947-8740
L.D.S.S.A.: Video The Last leaf 1230
pm. LDSSA Student Center, 66 S 7th
St call 286-3313
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: OnCampus Interview Orientation, 11 30 a m
S U Almaden Room Organizing Your Job
Hunt 12 30 pm SU Costanoan Room
Interviewing for the Foreign -Born. 1 30 p m
to 3 30 pm SU Almaden Room call 9246033
PREVENTION ED. PROGRAM: Drug
Awareness Week-Tombstone display on
SJSU campus 8 am to 2 p m SJSU campus call 924-5945
SATURDAY
SJSU: To Be Young. Gifted. And Black
Tickets- $6 for students $9 general 8 p m
University Theater call 924-4555
WOMEN’S CENTER: Sett Defense For
Women Part 11 4 pm to 6pm SU Cos.
tanoan Room call 924-6500
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Cale Dizengoft
at Stanford, 7 30 p m meet at automatic

tellers. call 971-1768
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPT.: Foreign
Language Association of Santa Clara
County. Spring Conference. 845 a.m to
noon Faculty Dining Room. call 245-4522.
VITA.: Free tax help offered by accounting
students, 11 am to 3 p m Business Classrooms Room 213. call 924-3492
SPARTAN CYCLE CREW: Group ride. 8:30
a m Spartan Cycles (8th & Santa Clara).
Race at Fresno all day. CSU Fresno call
924 -8 167

’ The actual sprayers do the hulk
01 the monitoring and analysis. We
do spot checks," Hannum said.
Clary said the herbicide monitoring is inadequate and that too
little is known about the chemicals
to determine safe levels.
"The science being used by the
timber industry to rationalize their
spraying is crude and underdeveloped." Clary said.
Timber companies usually spray
herbicides in the spring months
following the winter planting season.
"We spray to reduce competing
vegetation with our newly planted
seedlings." said Bob Morris, resource manager for Louisiana-PacitiL
...

(AP)
-WASHINGTON
Glowing in the pep rally aftermath
of America’s victory over Iraq,
President Bush is promising to
apply the momentum of the Persian Gulf War toward a lasting
peace between Jews and Arabs.
"Our commitment to peace in
the Middle East does not end with
the liberation of Kuwait," Bush
told a joint session of Congress on
Wednesday night. "The time has
come to put an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict."
There were as many flags as
people greeting the president as he
strode into the House chamber, to
a three-minute standing ovation.
He was cheered again and again as
he commended those who carried
out the war, and damned Iraq’s
Saddam Hussein.
"It was a great victory speech.
said Rep. Dave McCurdy, D-Okla.
"He gave credit to the men and
women who deserved the credit.
There’s now a sense of confidence
that’s going to carry over into other
parts of the society."
Bush used his address to give a
formal send-off to Secretary of
State James A. Baker III, who
today heads for Saudi Arabia, the
first stop in a postwar diplomatic
campaign in the Middle East.
"In thaeonfliet just cuacItided.

Israel and many of the Arab states
have for the first time found themselves confronting the same aggressor; the president said. "By
now, it should be plain to all parties that peacemaking in the Middle East requires compromise."
"I guarantee you." he told Congress. "No one will work harder
for a stable peace in the region than
we will."
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
chairman of the Senate foreign aid
subcommittee, said Bush picked
the perfect time to put his weight
behind a peace initiative.
The rest of the world sees him
now as the strong leader of the coalition. He was wise to make (the
next move) his," Leahy said.
It is a "moment of opportunity," agreed Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn. But, he cautioned.
"The Middle East remains a caul:,
dron of suspicions and mistrust.
Bush said any comprehensive
peace should be grounded in U.N.
Security Council resolutions calling on Israel to withdraw from occupied territories and declaring
that all nations in the region have
the right to secure borders.
"That will set teeth on edge in
Israel.’ said Rep. Larry Smith, DFla .

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlguisl Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a.m. The Daily’s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions
TODAY
SJSU: To Be Young Gifted And Black
Tickets-$6 for students $9 general 8 p m
University Theater call 924-4555
INST FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY:
The Gulf War Fair Fight or Just War? discussion 730 pm to 10 p m The Colonnade 4th Floor Lounge 201 S 4th St call
924-4519
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSN: General
meeting 12 30 pm to 4 30 pm Business
Classrooms Room 14 call 554-8652
RADICAL REALITY: Weekly worship service bible study and fellowship 7 30 p m
Duncan Hall Room 135 call (415) 9480822

SUNDAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: General meeting 7 30 p m SJSU International Center.
call 971-1768
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Sunday Masses 6 p in Campus Christian Center (101h & San Carlos) 8 pm St Joseph
Cathedral 1151 & Market) Daily Masses
noon Campus Christian Center call 2980204
LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday
Worship 10 a in Campus Christian Center
Chapel (10th & San Car1051 Call 298-0204
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’Berkeley in the Sixties’ brings back turbulent times
By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer

The University of California at
Berkeley during the 1960s was a
place of revolution. It was not a
time of military revolution, but one
of social awakening. It was a time
for the civil rights movement, the
anti -war movement and the drug
revolution..
The decade of the ’60s in Berke-

Berkeley in the Sixties

a II a a
Rating: not rated
Documentary: University
reacions of ’60s issues.
Director: Mark Kitchell.
’Spartanhead. scale is best of 5

Publicity Photo

Documentary film ’Berkeley in the Sixties’ plays at the Towne Repertory Cinema

ey is the subject of Mark Kitchell’s Academy Award-nominated documentary "Berkeley in
the Sixties," which opened Thursday at the Towne Repertory Cinema.
Laced with historical footage,

period folk tunes and present-day
interviews with the people centralized in the ’60s footage, "Berkeley in the Sixties" is a monumental
achievement in documentary film.
The film does not hold back in
its presentation of what happened
in Berkeley and what was happening in other parts of the country at
that time. The footage presents the
events and protests thoroughly,
while the interviews add insight
into what was happening and explanations of the importance surrounding the footage.
"Berkeley in the Sixties" begins with the civil rights oppression on campus in the early part of
the decade. It presents the banning
of free speech on campus by the
university, and shows the many arrests the campus police made
under direction of the university.
The riots of the students were
shown as being warranted, and the
university was presented as a government body trying to control and
suppress its people.
A particularly interesting event
occured when a student was protesting the actions of the univer-

sity, but would not give his name
to police when they demanded it.
He was arrested and thrown into a
police car, but the mob came to his
rescue.
More and more students were
invited by the mob to join in, and
then a microphone was moved
onto the police car and students
were allowed to speak their minds
from atop the car.
Eventually, the students won
their tight, but it opened Berkeley
to the period it is most known for.
The free speech victory forum was
televised nationally from campus,
causing people to flock to Berkeley
to live freely and have a good time.
The era of free love and drug experimentation erupted, as did the
protests against the Vietnam War.
Berkeley in the Sixties" reopens issues about the guarantees
of the First Amendment by showing how the students overcame the
suppressions of the university and
used that victory to protest the war.
This film hits close to home, and
is amazing to see the movements
that began in California.

California ski resorts thankful
for snowfall, increased business
By Robert Drueckhammer
Daily staff writer

They prayed long enough and it
finally happened.
Ski resorts throughout California were ecstatic this past week as
a series of storms dumped four to
seven feet of new snow on ski
areas that have been hurting ever
since the drought started five
years ago.
Many of these resorts, which
were either closed or operating a
limited amount of terrain just two
weeks ago due to a lack of snow,
were more concerned about high
winds this week than a lack of
snow.
Squaw Valley. Alpine Meadows. and Iron Mountain were just
a few of many resorts that weren’t
able to open their slopes on Tuesday due to high winds. At Alpine,
wind gusts reached 135 miles per
hour. At Squaw, winds topped off
at 151 miles per hour. creating
conditions that toppled trees and
cower lines.
But Wednesday. a whole lot
changed. The winds died down,
and the snow stopped falling. cre-

ating a great day for skiers.
Iron Mountain, which plans to
run all five of its chairlifts this
weekend, was happy about the
new snowfall.
"It’s beautiful today. The
winds have died down, and the
snow has stopped, so it’s great for
skiing," said Cliff Wordall. general manager of the area.

’All seven of our lifts
are open, and the
skiing’s great.’
John Mahanna,
operations manager,
Dodge Ridge
At Dodge Ridge. things were
looking a lot better also. Dodge,
which has been closed since midJanuary due to a lack of snow.
was finally able to open back up
last Saturday.
"We’ve received 48-62 inches
of new snow since Thursday, and
we are now operating 95 percent
of our terrain. All seven of our
lifts are open, and the skiing’s

great," said John Mahanna, operations manager for the area.
But some resorts received some
damage they weren’t expecting.
At Squaw Valley. the area has
enough snow to go into full operation with a six-and-a-half foot
base. Acconling to Peter Dansen,
the director of communications
for the area, however, downed
trees and power lines forced the
resort to only operate four chairs
today.
"We’ve got a whole lot of
grooming and ramp work to do.
and we still have to fix the
downed power lines. We plan to
be in full operation by the weekend. but we are taking it one step
at a time right now." Dansen
said.
Other ski areas are happy as
well, with many resorts reporting
excellent ski conditions.
Kirkwood, which was running
four chairs on a six inch base last
week, is now running seven
chairs on a four foot base. Mammoth Mountain. which had been
running two chairs on a one foot
base, is now running a gondola

Publicity photo

The recent storm that rushed through California left the Sierra mountains covered in snow
and seven chairlifts on a six to a -halt foot base, and was operat- produce even more snow for ski
seven foot base, and is planning ing all six of its surface lifts and resorts.
to open most of their terrain as chairlifts.
And while the storm is not exsoon as they can.
But skiers planning to visit the pected to drop as much snow on
Even small resorts are finally Sierra Nevada this weekend had resorts as the last one, skiers
reopening. Badger Pass, located better be prepared. Another should still take snow chains and
in Yosemite National Park, re- storm, predicted to hit Northern plenty of warm clothing with
opened this week with a two-and- California on Friday night. will them to the dilly,

Oliver Stone revives the life of ’The Doors’
By Elaine Meitzler
Special to the Daily

Oliver Stone’s new movie "The
Doms" opened last Friday. You
may have to he a Doors fan to
cheer the movie on. as many people at the Century 21 theater did.
Stone directs each of the actors
in the movie well. Val Kilmer creates a skilled performance as lead
singer Jim Morrison. although its
hard sympathize with Kilmer’s recreation of Morrison’s slow self:destruction.

The Doors

11) aR a I

Rating:

Starring: Val

Kilmer, Meg
Ryan, Kevin Dillon.
Director: Oliver Stone.
’Spartanhead’ scale is best of 5
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Val Kilmer and Nleg Ryan star in the movie ’The Doors ’

Sen. Hill
tries to pass
radar ban

SACRAMENTO (AP) -- An
alliance of political conservatives, civil libertarians and police officers wants to ban photo
radar, the controversial use of
hidden cameras to catch speeding motorists.
’It’s an outrageous invasion
of privacy and had public policy
for a city to allow a private company to come into town and say.
’Let’s set up photo radar and
we’ll split the profit.’’ says

Kilmer looks unbelievably like
Morrison, perfecting Morrison’s
singing and dancing style. However Kilmer’s portrayal of Morrison’s slow decay into a chronic
drug addict and drunken poet just
isn’t convincing.
Kilmer is engaging and even occasionally sympathetic when displaying Morrison’s loopy humor,
but these scenes are few and far between.
Kyle Maclachan’s understated
state Sen. Frank Hill. R -Whittier.
Hill is writing a hill to ban
photo radar and says he has the
suppon of the American Civil
Liberties Union and an organization representing rank and file
law enforcement officers.
In use in six Arizona and ( .if
ifornia cities, photo radar slow
speeders and reduces accidents
and fatalities, according to its
supporters.

Kilmer is engaging and even occasionally
sympathetic when displaying Morrison’s loopy
humor, but these scenes are few andfar between.
performance of Ray Manzarek. the
hand’s keyboardist. was impressive. Maclachan, like all the actors
playing the hand members, studied
how to play their instruments.
Maclachan seems to capture Manzareks seriousness and businesslike manner. While Morrison goes
in one of his head trips or self-destructive hinges. Manzarek can
bring hint down to earth.
Some modern rock fans may he
iVCritiyed to see Billy Idol play a
loadie. a friend of Morrison’s in
the movie, but Idol is just playing a
ersion of himself, And for you
tiivia buffs, if you look real close
you can see Eric Burdon from The
Animals in a backstage scene.
Although. Morrison- had a
steady girlfriend, Pamela Courson,
played by Meg Ryan. he ’Unfilled
his rock star, sex -god image with a
variety of women, most notably.
journalist Patrica Kennely Kathleen Quinlan’s portrayal of this
strong, intelligent and dark witch
steals many scences from Ryan’s
quirky flower child. Still Jim
chooses Pamela in the end.
Jennifer Rubin as Edie Segdwick. really gets the short shift,
she is in only one scene, and not

it
4Alt

even a speaking part She lust flits
past.
Another of Morrison’s love interests was Nico, a singer for The
Velvet Underground. It was interesting that Stone would deal with
The Doors ties to The Velvets and
the Andy Warhol crowd.
However. the Warhol party
scene set in 1967 in New York, is
lust too satirical. Can you imagine
Crispin Glover as Andy Warhol’?
Glover, a current weird character
actor, seems to capture the ultitimate "Blank Frank" with his sarcasm intact
Stone deals with each hand in a
manner of that old 1960’s cliche of
the dirty old East, "The Velvets,"
and the enlightened West. "The
Doors.**
Yet the tone of each hand in lyrics and music was very dark It
doesn’t matter what types of drugs
the hands were indulging in. The
Doors (PCP and alcohol) and The
Velvets (heroin and speed, had to
deal with the self-destructive qual
Ries of hand members, and ml
eventual breakup of each hand.
Stone uses many directori.,
techniques to create the riphi
drugged mood of The I)ctors.
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The movie is imbued with psychedelic effects and lighting to create Morrison’s increasing drugged
out mood. Stone uses so many
fades to v. hue in the movie that it
looks bleached out. Ile also uses a
lot at overhead shots to create
space. especially when the hand
and Pamela first drop acid in the
!Mojave desert Stone also uses an
overhead shot when the hand
played "Whiskey Au (iigio."
The only effective shot that was
used to create a psychedelic effect
was when Morrison’s dancing feet
at a concert are imerspread with a
dancing Indian shaman’s feet.
The shot suggested that they had
become one. The shaman. which
Morrison supposedly saw dead on
the road in 1949, is used throughout the movie as an omen of his
own death. Stone also blends
scenes into each other to create a
sense of distorded reality Although the movie is basically linear. these abrupt scene shots are
surprising
Although the MOVIC captured the
essence (it the life of the Doors’
band members. people who are not
fans of the Doors may not be
overly impressed

t
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Two -sport athlete nears end of career

Men’s Basketball
All-Big West First Team
Larry Johnson
Stacey Augmon
Greg Anthony
Anderson Hunt
Randy Brown
Reggie Jordon

By Shigeru Nishiwaki
Daily staff writer
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When SJSU hosts Cal on Saturday night. it will mark the last time
gymnast Andy Tate will compete
in the Spartan Gym.
Tate, one of only two seniors on
the SJSU men’s gymnastics team
along with Rusty Boicourt, has
been a major factor this season in
keeping the Spartans’ hopes for a
regional bid alive.
Born in Tokyo, Japan, where his
father Mervin was stationed for II
years. Tate’s first love was not
gymnastics, but judo. His father, a
fifth-degree black belt and former
Grand Champion in the World
Military Games, first introduced
his son to the sport when he was
just five-years-old.
As the years went by, Tate mastered the sport, becoming an eighttime national champion. By the
age of 16, he had already achieved
first-degree black belt status.
However, in the eighth grade,
something happened that would
completely change his life. After
witnessing an exhibition by the De
Anza High School gymnastics
team, Tate became fascinated with
the sport.
So the following year, after enrolling at De Anza, Tate joined the
gymnastics team, a decision his father supported.
"My dad thought that it would
help or improve my judo to start
gymnastics," Tate said. "Besides
the strength that is needed for gymnastics, my dad knew that it would
improve my air awareness."
Already accomplished in judo.
Tate’s success in gymnastics came
quickly and easily. His team won
the Northern California Championships in 1983. 1985 and 1986. Individually, he finished second in
the all-around competition in 1986
at the Northern California High
School Championships.
"His athletic abilities are amazing," SJSU head coach Dave
Juszczyk said. "Few athletes have
reached the level of excellence in
two sports that Andy has."
Despite his tremendous success
in gymnastics. Tate had decided by
graduation time to stay with his
first sport, and decided to join the
judo team at S.ISI
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Big West Coach of the Year Jerry Tarkanian (UNLV)

Spartan sports weekend
This weekend in sports for SJSU.
Opponent
Sport

Day

- Daily staff photographer
rings with an I.-Cross move.
Don Richey

Senior human performance major Andy Tate practices on the
Upon arrival at SJSU during the recovering from shoulder surgery
fall of 1986, Tate was encouraged to repair a labral tear.
to join the squad by then gymnasWhen Tate returned to action,
tics head coach Doug Van Everen, things began to look brighter. He
who was aware of Tate’s talents.
scored a team season-high 9.7 in
Tate did not take long to make a the rings against Fullerton State,
decision, and opted for gymnas- just .05 shy of the school record.
tics, giving up judo: which did not
As a junior, he again scored a
please his father.
team-high 9.7 in the rings against
"He definitely didn’t like it," Cal, and qualified for the NCAA
Tate said. "He’s always thought Regional tournament
that I had a future in judo. He
"His progress in gymnastics has
didn’t believe that I could make it been very methodical," said
in gymnastics."
Juszczyk, who took over the team
Tough times awaited him at the’ this season, replacing Van Everen.
beginning of his collegiate career. "He takes the right mental apDuring pre-season workouts, he proach to learning skills and tacksuffered an ankle injury, and com- ling problems."
peted in the rings event of the 1986
Tate’s respect for Juszczyk is
Spartan Open wearing a cast.
mutual.
Tate sal out the following year.
If it wasn’t for Dave. I don’t
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think I would have achieved half
the goals that I wanted," he said.
"He’s been very patient with me.
I’ve had some trouble learning
some things, and he’s always had
the patience to help me."
"Andy is our team leader,"
Juszczyk said. "He is very level
headed and mature. It’s like having
another coach in and out of the
gym. He looks after the rest of the
team.’
The humanistic studies major
has also excelled in the classroom.
An SJSU scholar athlete, Tate
plans to graduate this fall.
"It’s been fun being here," he
said of his career as a Spartan.
"It’s had its ups and downs, but I
feel it’s ending on a good note’’
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From page I
exchange for CSU’s cooperation in
the bargaining process. SJSU
President Gail Fullerton issued a
statement last week agreeing to
work with existing bargaining
units during the current budget crisis.
"This year we’re going to help
CSU instead of bird dog them,"
said Nichelson. "Given the state
budget that we are looking at this
year, under normal adversarial bargaining, we would have been
fighting off rollbacks. What we
have is an ongoing process with no
rollbacks and some advances in
the work contract," he continued.
The CFA views the agreement
with CSU to protect benefits in its
current contract from budget cuts
as a major accomplishment in
itself, given the current setbacks

Spartan Daily

that the public sector bargaining ing programs to help at the onset
"It’s true that the system is over groups have suffered lately. The of disabilities, drug or drinking utilizing temporary faculty. Right
new provisions will be added if problems and to prevent disci- now, 52 percent of our teaching
they can be funded by the state.
plinary problems.
staff is temporary, some since
Highlights of the new contract
1952 and thousands have worked
Gradual reductions in faculty
call for:
workloads to gradually approach a for CSU for over 10 years. By
giving lecturers job security, we’re
Faculty pay raises averaging standard nine-unit workload.
around 10 percent over the life of
Give added job security to making it more and more expenthe contract.
lecturers with six or more years of sive for the system to hire too
Improved disability and den- CSU service guaranteeing them many of them instead of full-time
tal insurance programs, bringing reappointment for the duration of faculty," he said.
Leonard Schwab, CFA legislathese
benefits for faculty the agreement.
up to par with those of university
Members of the audience tive committee member explained
administrators.
expressed concerns about the to the group the importance of
Sabbatical leaves provided legality of the affirmative action becoming more involved in polifor all faculty as they become eli- provisions of the contract and tics. He suggested that CFA memabout the affect on tenure that giv- bers talk to their friends and cogible.
Establishment of a state com- ing lecturers job security would workers about the possibility of
replacing state legislators who will
mittee to develop and assess present.
Nichelson explained that both not run again because of the pasaffirmative action plans and programs for recruitment and reten- the lawyers for the union and sage of Proposition 140.
"Unless we want to be at the
tion of non -tenured women, administration have checked the
minority, and disabled faculty in legality of the affirmative action mercy of those who are against
clauses and have found them public education, we must actively
under-represented departments.
oppose those who do not choose to
Improved employee assis- acceptable. He also addressed the
support education," he said.
tance programs, such as counsel- question of tenure.

DUKE
From page!
ing in their territory. saving 37
American pilots, the report said.
The GCC has been helpful by
annually investing their money in
the U.S. Treasury, keeping the
American deficit at a lower level
than it would otherwise be,
according to the Report.
Kuwait has been a generous
country with it’s allies, giving
more than it’s share to underdeveloped countries and ranking number one on the list of contributors,
said Anthony. Second is Saudi
Arabia, and third is Abu Dhabi,
with the U.S. in the 17th slot,
Anthony added.
In a six month span, Saddam
Hussein and his military forces
were requested by the U.N. council to abandon Kuwaiti territory
12 times and still they could not
come to an agreement, Anthony
said.
The Iraqi army outnumber the
Saudi’s by four times in planes

No leads halt Vincennes captain bombing probe
SAN DIEGO
Authorities
have shelved a probe into the
bombing of a van owned by the
USS Vincennes skipper who gave
the order to fire on an Iranian plane
that turned out to be a civilian jetliner, a newspaper reported Thursday.
Investigators have been unable
to develop a lead solid enough to
warrant the filing of charges in the
March 10, 1989, bombing of the
van belonging to Navy Capt. Will
Rogers Ill, the Los Angeles Times

said.
The incident occurred near Rogers’ home in the San Diego area as
his wife, Sharon, was driving the
vehicle to work. She was not injured.
Citing unnamed sources in
Washington and California, the
Times said investigators essentially have discarded terrorism as
the motive in favor of the notion
that the bombing resulted from a
personal grudge against Rogers or
his family.

At the time, Rogers was skipper
of the guided missile cruiser Vincennes and had given the order in
July 1988 to shoot down an approaching Iranian airplane which
the Aegis-class warship encountered in the Persian Gulf.
The plane, mistaken for an attacking warplane by the ship’s
crew, turned out to be a civilian
jetliner. All 290 people on board
were killed, prompting investigators to theorize initially that the
van bombing may have been an at-

tempt at revenge by Iranian extremists.

LEAVE
Study finds
coffee raises
blood pressure

Rogers, who ended his scheduled stint as commander of the
Vincennes soon afterwards, eventually was exonerated because the
airliner’s crew never respond to repeated warnings from the ship to
declare its intentions.
But the van bombing, which
whipped fears that international
terrorists had struck on U.S. soil,
launched an intensive investigation.

From page 1
"What’s changed is the mode of
replacing people who have gone,"
said Pat Nichelson, president of
California CFA. "It might be that
those of us who are left will have
to replace them and we will have a
speed-up in the workplace. There
will be a lot of wrinkles to
straighten out in the upcoming
years."

Healthy
ATLANTA (AP)
men who drank three to six cups of
coffee a day experienced a significant drop in blood pressure when
they kicked the habit, researchers
said Thursday.
Leonard Schwab, CFA legislaThe researchers think the drop tive committee
member added,
might be larger in people with high "Most faculty would
prefer to let
blood pressure, who should be ad- our colleagues have
the sabbatical
vised to give up coffee, said one of and let us find a way
to replace
the study’s authors, Dr. Robert Su- them later."
perko of Stanford University.
"Maybe this will help them preAccording to Nichelson, $12
vent drug treatment" for high million a year is supposed to trickblood pressure. said the study’s le down through the California
principal author. Jeff Myll of Stan- State University system and into
ford. "It’s worth a try."
individual departments on campus
to be doled out for sabbatical
The findings were presented at replacement.
the annual meeting of the American College of Cardiology.
CFA contends that little of the
The National Coffee Associa- money allocated for this purpose
tion said the drop in blood pressure ever reaches the department.
was small and that other studies
have shown no effect of coffee on "As a department head, I never
got the money," Nichelson said.
blood pressure.

Testimony reverses against Winme Mandela
JOHANNESBURG, South Afkey witnesses
rica (AP) Two
who had said they feared for their
lives reversed themselves Thursday and agreed to testify against
Winnie Mandela on kidnapping
and assault charges.
The witnesses’ decision appears
to save the prosecution’s case from
collapse.
Kenneth Kgase and Tabiso
Mono had said they were too
frightened to testify, but today they
told Justice M.S. Stegmann they
had changed their minds. They did
not say why.
Kgase began testifying holy he

and three others were abducted
from a Methodist Church house in
the black township of Soweto in
December 1988.
Mrs. Mandela and three co-defendants pleaded innocent on Feb.
11 to four counts of kidnap and
four of assault. They are accused
of taking part in the abduction and
beating of Kgase and Mono and
two others in her Soweto home in
December 1988. One of the alleged victims, 14-year-old Stompie Seipei, later died.
Mrs. Mandela’s lawyers have
told the court she was away from
her home during the beatings and

knew nothing of them. Some black
opposition leaders say the trial is
political persecution.
African
National
Congress
leader Nelson Mandela. Mrs.
Mandela’s husband, was in court
for part of the trial Thursday. The
ANC’ is the country’s leading
group opposed to the South Africa’s white minority government.
Kgase. Mono and a third witness. Gabriel Mekowe, testified at
an earlier trial that Mrs. Mandela
beat them at her Soweto home.
The statements came at the trial of
Jerry Richardson. the head of Mrs.
Mandela’s former bodyguard unit.

John Duke
Anthony
and eight times in tanks, he added.
These six countries knew they
were going to be attacked and
called upon the U.S. for friendly
forces assistance, Anthony said.
They are vulnerable and weak
would remain so if the U.S. did
not intervene.
"We didn’t just move in with a
Pavlovian response," Anthony
added. They had been preparing
and mobilizing for many years,
knowing that this was going to
happen, he said.
Anthony added that securing oil
supplies was just one aspect of the
picture.

Richardson was convicted of murder in Stompie Seipei’s death.
Mrs. Mandela’s defense said
earlier that the three witnesses and
Seipei were not abducted but removed from a Methodist church
home because of reports they were
being sexually abused by a white
minister, the Rev. Paul Verryn at
the Methodist home.
Dr. Martin Connell testified
Thursday that he had examined
Kgase, Mono and Mekowe after
they alleged they had been hurt.
He told the court he found the three
had been badly beaten and described their injuries in detail.

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh*
you’ve learned one program, you’re well on your way
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
shalt information with someone who uses a different
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
type of computerthanks to the versatile Apple’
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
SuperDrive; which can read from and write to
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
technology that lets you personalize your work by
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
adding voice or other sounds.
It’s better than a dreamit’s a
Apple
Intl(
duces
the
Macintosh
LC.
Like every Macintosh
Macintosh.
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
For all your
And it runs thousands of
computer needs visit
available applications that
all work in the same,
Spartan Bookstore
consistent wayso once
MaMpidel.
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